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The extratopical ocean had been considered passive to atmospheric variability. Recent studies, however,
revealed some active role of the extratopical ocean in modulating the atmosphere. The goal of this session is
to deepen our understanding of the air-sea interaction in the extratropics. A wide variety of researches whose
topics range from mesoscale to basin-scale, and from daily to global warming are welcomed. Researches on
cloud, aerosol, and ecosystem related to the extratopical air-sea interaction are also welcomed.
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Evidence is mounting that the interannual-to-decadal variability of midlatitude western boundary currents
and associated mesoscale eddies can have discernible impacts on the variability of large-scale atmospheric
circulations. However, it is still unclear how such extra-tropical oceanic influences are significant compared
with the intense intrinsic variability in the midlatitude atmosphere and the dominant remote influences from
tropics. This study aims at quantifying these different influences on the interannual-to-decadal variability of
midlatitude atmosphere. To this end, we perform a series of 20-member ensemble AGCM experiments with a
horizontal resolution about 100km for the period 1982-2013, forced with (1) global, time-varying, satelliteobserved high-resolution sea ice concentration (SIC) and sea surface temperature (SST) (GOGA), (2) timevarying SST only in tropics and daily climatological mean SST and SIC elsewhere (TOGA), and (3) time-varying
SST and SIC in extra-tropics and daily climatological mean SST in tropics (MOGA).
Focusing on the wintertime geopotential height at 500 hPa (Z500), the simulated total variance of Z500
across all ensemble members in GOGA represents the spatial pattern of observed variance well, although the
amplitude is underestimated. Among the three geographical centers of large Z500 variance, the North Pacific
is marked as a region of the largest forced variance of Z500 in the GOGA ensemble mean, largely due to the
well-known atmospheric bridge from tropics. More interestingly, the forced variance of Z500 in GOGA is
larger than that in TOGA, suggestive of a role of extra-tropical SST or SIC in enhancing the variance. Also, the
atmospheric bridge from tropics into extra-tropics appears to be modulated by extra-tropical SST.
Specifically, the Pacific North American pattern-like Z500 anomalies associated with Nino3.4 index is
stronger (weaker) during the period when the Kuroshio Extension is stable (unstable). We will discuss to what
extent the atmosphere responds to extratropical SST and SIC variability and how such extratropical effects
interfere with the remote influence from tropics on the midlatitude atmosphere.
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